
Fearlessly creative Canadian jazz quartet, Peripheral Vision is launching their third album, Sheer Tyranny Of Will on 
September 23rd, 2014. “A rules-breaking quartet made up of some of the best modern players around” (CBC), 
Peripheral Vision extends their no-holds-barred performance aesthetic into the production concept on this album.  They 
brought in mad-scientist engineer, Jean Martin (Barnyard Records) to orchestrate a bigger sound for the record, adding 
layers of overdubs and studio treatments to the live-off-the-floor recordings.  Peripheral Vision has always been a live show 
band, and the ten new Herring and Scott originals on Sheer Tyranny of Will show what can be gained from years of touring.  
Since releasing the critically acclaimed album, Spectacle: LIVE! (”propelled with elegant momentum and hearty rations of 

dynamic interplay”, The WholeNote), Peripheral Vision has toured extensively, started a new collaboration with JUNO 
award winning pianist, David Braid, and won the Galaxie Rising Star Award at the Montreal Jazz Festival.

Co-leaders Michael Herring (bass) and Don Scott (guitar) delve into their own neurotic psyches for inspiration, finding 
common themes of neurosis, determination, wry sense of humour, and everyday life.  They mix genres like they mix themes, 
blending classic & modern jazz, and the rock music of their youth.  Peripheral Vision is a working band with a long-time 
rapport - Herring and Scott have been joined by drummer Nick Fraser and tenor saxophonist Trevor Hogg since the 
band’s inception in 2008.  Together, they have been navigating these juxtaposed themes and influences, and it is this 
long-time musical friendship that gives Sheer Tyranny Of Will its authentic story of determination striving to triumph over 
the neurotic.

1. Robbed And Ridiculed 6:59
2. Wiretap   7:29
3. Charleston Heston  5:55
4. Sheer Tyranny Of Will            11:23
5. Neurosis And Everyday Life 3:59
6. Cement Watchers  8:01
7. Backbone   6:02
8. The Ill Conceived Plan 3:25
9. Cadmium Thumb  6:49
10. Patina               10:25

Sheer Tyranny Of Will Credits:
Produced by Michael Herring and Don Scott with Jean Martin
Recorded at Canterbury Studios by Jeremy Darby
Mixing & Additional Recording at the Farm by Jean Martin
Mastered by Fedge

This recording was made possible through the assistance of the Music Section of the 
Canada Council For The Arts.

Websites & EPK:
www.peripheralvisionmusic.com
www.peripheralvisionmusic.com/epk 
www.facebook.com/peripheralvisionmusic
www.twitter.com/peripheralmusic
www.peripheralvision.bandcamp.com
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            album release date:  September 23, 2014

Peripheral Vision is:
Trevor Hogg - tenor saxophone
Don Scott - guitar
Michael Herring - bass
Nick Fraser - drums

“Unfailingly fresh, incalculable and rewarding, Peripheral Vision is 

giving jazz the swift kick in the pants that it needs.”

- S. Victor Aaron, SomethingElse!

“Innovative, cutting edge and fearless...they cut a wide harmonic path 

that perhaps only a dozen other bands in North America could touch. 

Genres are transcended and boundaries are smashed.”

- Brent Black, criticaljazz.com
 
“Fast-paced, intricate, and inventive, this group touches on the 

experimental while keeping their feet anchored in the classic 60's avant 

garde” - Bob Mersereau, CBC
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“This outfit produces jazz for this century… all the material has 
something to say, propelled with elegant momentum and hearty 
rations of dynamic interplay.” - Geoff Chapman, The Wholenote

is one of the most exciting and innovative jazz quartets to have 
UHFHQWO\�DSSHDUHG�RQ�WKH�LQWHUQDWLRQDO�MD]]�VFHQH�··%DVHG�LQ�7RURQWR��
the creative leaders of the group are long time musical collaborators, 
JXLWDULVW·'RQ�6FRWW·DQG�EDVVLVW·0LFKDHO�+HUULQJ�··7KH\�KDYH�
assembled a synergistic musical unit designed to push the boundaries 
of jazz while engaging the listener with a grooving, toe-tapping 
immediacy. Their distinctive musical voice bridges tradition and innova-
tion, with deeply felt influences ranging from jazz, rock, classical, and 
improv, with a focus on dynamic group interaction.

“This outfit produces jazz for this century… all the material has 
something to say, propelled with elegant momentum and hearty 
rations of dynamic interplay.” - Geoff Chapman, The Wholenote



P E R I P H E R A L  V I S I O N P R E S S

PERIPHERAL VISION was recently featured at the Montreal Jazz Festival, where Scott's piece, Backbone, 
took home the Galaxie Rising Star Award for best composition.  Having just released their highly antici-
pated third album, Sheer Tyranny Of Will, they maintain a busy touring schedule in support of their three 
critically acclaimed albums. Scott and Herring are joined by saxophonist Trevor Hogg and drummer Nick 
Fraser.  While the compositions are Herring and Scott's, Peripheral Vision is defined by its group rapport.  
Bringing back the anything-is-possible democratic approach of both 1960's jazz and garage bands, the 
music takes shape as a collective process.  This no-holds-barred philosophy is at the root of Peripheral Vision's 
explosive performances.

“Unfailingly fresh, incalculable and rewarding, Peripheral Vision is giving jazz the swift kick in the pants that it needs. 
Sheer Tyranny Of Will is sheer inventive talent on display.”
- S. Victor Aaron, SomethingElse!

“Innovative, cutting edge and fearless finds Peripheral Vision as one of the most creative new ensembles emerging on the 
scene today.  Peripheral Vision displays an amazing cohesion of sound as they cut a wide harmonic path that perhaps 
only a dozen other bands in North America could touch. Genres are transcended and boundaries are smashed.”
- Brent Black, criticaljazz.com

“a rules-breaking quartet comprised of some of the best modern players around.  Fast-paced, intricate, and inventive”
- Bob Mersereau, CBC

“This outfit produces jazz for this century, often fiendishly challenging musical structures, intricate forms that might seem 
relatively simple but in fact are a dense thicket of tricky harmonies, demanding melodies and punishing rhythm...propelled 
with elegant momentum and hearty rations of dynamic interplay despite constantly shifting moods...there's passages that 
crackle with intellectual energy, Herring anchoring the tapestry and pulsating where it counts and Scott all serpentine 
fluidity.”
- Geoff Chapman, The Wholenote

“����” - The Globe And Mail



P E R I P H E R A L  V I S I O N B I O S

 MICHAEL HERRING is a double-bassist and composer based in Toronto who writes, performs and records 
across genre lines, equally comfortable in jazz as in roots settings, including folk, world, and pop/rock.  Besides Periph-
eral Vision Herring leads or co-leads a number of ensembles which feature his original compositions, including: Michael 
Herring Quartet, a chordless two-saxophone band drawing inspiration from 1960’s jazz, especially Mingus and 
Ellington; Michael Herring's Vertigo, a modern-jazz sextet which recorded two albums featuring New York’s David 
Binney - the first was included in All About Jazz New York’s Top 5 Debut albums of 2006; The Uplifters  and 
Harrington (New Orleans/Roots), two groups where you can hear Herring’s lyrics, and lead and backing vocals; and 
God’s Gift to Yoda (indie jazz-rock).  Herring has toured and recorded with such great musicians as Ab Baars 
(ICP/Amsterdam), Ken Vandermark, Dave Clark, David Braid, Kirk MacDonald, Mansa Sissoko (Mali, Africa), 
Bucky Pizzarelli, Mike Murley, Percy Sledge, and Ernest Ranglin.  He is a recipient of a Chalmers Arts Fellow-
ship (through the Ontario Arts Council) and is using it for an extended stay in New York City.

“The boss's bass soars and swoops and the overall impact is tremendous”
Geoff Chapman, Toronto Star

 DON SCOTT is a Toronto-based guitarist and composer, and a well known force in Canada's creative music 
scene.  Don brings an unshakable energy and originality to his own music, and is sought after by many musicians as the 
"x-factor" in other projects.  His melodic inventiveness, rhythmic fluidity, and passion for delving into sound and texture are 
essential to the many projects he leads or co-leads, including Peripheral Vision, God’s Gift To Yoda, Don Scott Trio, 
Run Stop Run, The Offbeat, and Idioteque, which showcases Don's vocal skills, performing the music of Radiohead. In 
demand as a versatile sideman, Don has performed with international jazz legends, David Binney, Chris Potter, Jim 
Black, Dave Douglas, and Ernest Ranglin, and a “who’s who” of Canadian jazz players. In 2008-2009, Don split his 
time between New York and Toronto, and while there, studied with Adam Rogers, Ben Monder, and Donny McCaslin. 
In 2013, Don spent several months living in Berlin, studying with renowned composer, John Hollenbeck. Don’s piece, 
“Backbone” won the Galaxie Rising Star Award for best composition presented at the 2012 Montreal Jazz Festival.

"Dominated by lively counterpoint...with constantly shifting and inventive underpinnings.  
Scott's tone has a crisp bite, and his compositions have an 
edgy unpredictability."  Downbeat Magazine

M I C H A E L  H E R R I N G

D O N  S C O T T



P E R I P H E R A L  V I S I O N B I O S

 Saxophonist TREVOR HOGG has performed across North America, Korea, and Western Europe, 
with Canadian artists such as: David Braid, Tara Davidson, Steve Wallace, Richard Whiteman, Kieran Overs, 
Jerry Fuller, Kenji Omae, and David Smith. He has also spent time in Holland performing with Dutch jazz 
artists Peter Beets, Juraj Stanik and many others. In Toronto, he is a member of the group Peripheral Vision 
with Michael Herring, Don Scott and Nick Fraser, and leads his own group which Mike Murley describes as 
“one of Canada’s leading proponents of the melodically inventive tradition of saxophonists Lee Konitz and 
Warne Marsh.”

“Trevor Hogg's artistic integrity has built a highly sophisticated musical style devoid of sentimentalism,
placing him within the rare category of musicians' musician."

David Braid

 NICK FRASER (drums) has been an active and engaging presence in the Toronto new jazz and 
improvised music community since he moved there from Ottawa in 1996.  His recorded works include Owls 
in Daylight (1997) and Nick Fraser and Justin Haynes are faking it (2004) and Towns and Villages (2013).  
A Juno award winner, Nick has performed with a veritable "who's who" of Canadian jazz and improvised 
music including Mike Murley, Reg Schwager, Pat Labarbera, Michael Snow, John Oswald, Lori Freedman, and 
Jean Derome in addition to such international artists as William Parker, Joe McPhee, Anthony Braxton, Joe 
Lovano, Bela Fleck and Jean-Luc Ponty. He co-leads the quintet Drumheller, who have released four critically 
acclaimed albums. Other projects that occupy Nick regularly are the Lina Allemano 4, Peripheral Vision, 
Jayme Stone's Room of Wonders and the Nick Fraser Quartet (featuring saxophonist Tony Malaby). Nick is 
currently on the jazz faculty at the University of Toronto.

“Fraser not so much plays the drums as hurls himself whole body and soul 
against skin and metal...truly talented."  
Bill Stunt, CBC Radio

N I C K  F R A S E R
T R E V O R  H O G G



P E R I P H E R A L  V I S I O N C O N TA C T

WEBSITE
www.peripheralvisionmusic.com 

EPK
www.peripheralvisionmusic.com/epk

FOR ALL INQUIRIES, CONTACT:

MICHAEL HERRING 
michael@dangerherring.com
+1 416 458 8757
Toronto, Canada

DON SCOTT 
don@feastyourears.com
+1 416 825 7173
Toronto, Canada

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/peripheralvisionmusic

TWITTER
@peripheralmusic

BANDCAMP
www.peripheralvision.bandcamp.com

YOUTUBE
www.youtube.com/user/peripheralvisiontube


